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World Ripple 
A project by Stahl Stenslie, Per Anders Kvam

He has been exhibiting and lecturing at major international events (ISEA, DEAF, Ars Elec-
tronica, SIGGRAPH). He represented Norway at the 5th biennial in Istanbul, Turkey, co-or-
ganized 6cyberconf, won the Grand Prize of the Norwegian Council for Cultural Affairs, 
and was a founding member of mem_brane -network research laboratory- in Mediapark, 
Cologne, Germany.  He was moderating the Ars Electronica 2000 Symposium (Next Sex).

Between 2001 and 2005 he was a professor In New Media at the Media Academy of Co-
logne, Germany. From 2005 till 2007 he was the dean of the Faculty of visual arts, Oslo 
National Academy of the Arts (www.khio.no). Currently he is working as a professor in 
Media Art at KHiO. Ståle is an elected board member of ELIA – European League of Insti-
tutes in the Arts.

World Ripple builds sculptures out of emotions rendered real. It is an invisible, immateri-
al sculpture made sensually senseable by a tactile, wireless, mobile bodysuit with a bin-
aural sound system. The sculptures are triggered by GPS coordinates. They are expressed 
as physical stimulations and soundbased compositions. The sculptures of World Ripple 
are experiential –and sensed- in the open, outdoor landscape. As computer constructed 
structures they can be endlessly large and dynamic experiences that can cross, be sensed 
around and encompass the world. The users wear a transparent, bodybased and visually 
hidden system. The bodysuit is worn underneath the ordinary clothing and the mobile, 
sensor- and GPS based system is carried in a shoulderbag. Walking through the world 
users will sense and interfere with the sculptures. In the zones of collision between dif-
ferent structures and users new patterns of interference will arise, forming new, interper-
sonal and social ripples. Over time the sculptures will be changed by the users personal 
tracks – becoming a social construction zone for shared feelings.
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The project
The goal of the project is to transform open and empty space into sensual, transformable 
and invisible structures. World Ripple is a malleable, living structure influenced by the 
users and the patterns of interference between them. Worn as a skin of sensations, it lets 
the user sense an empty space filled with human sensations.

Through GPS coordinates and satellite based navigation the immaterial sculptures are 
placed in the open outdoor landscape. The sculptures are either location based events, 
a kind of haptic theatre, or dynamic structures moving, changing, developing their di-
mensions and properties over time. The movements of the users draw new paths in real 
space. The coordinates of these paths build ’walls’ that channels, amplifies and directs 
sensual data. Where a user meets another users ‘wall’ or profile, there will be another 
sensual ‘wall’ arising that the users will sense as changes in sound and corporal stimula-
tion. It’s a ripple, a changing event in the shape of wave patterns.

The ripple effect
The users motion move sensations and emotions like a ripple (small wavelet) through 
space. The overlapping between users behaviour and individual experiences creates new 
patterns through interference. Its creates new ripples and a ripple effect. New wave pat-
terns and spaces of experience arise. The size and coordinates of the sculptures are in-
finite and can exist anywhere on the planet. Therefore the title World Ripple.
World Ripple combines computer constructed structures with the existing, physical and 
real landscape, and is therefore a ”Mixed Reality” project. It is a corporal interface where 
none of the interaction is screen based. The only visual manipulation happens during 
the editing of sculptures. The project focus on the individual, body oriented spaces of 
experience. The parameters enabling the user to experience the immaterial sculptures 
are location and behaviour (orientation), sound (binaural) personal profile (individual), 
biometric data (personal condition) etc. 
World Ripple represents a Different Reality that expands our understanding of the world 
by overlapping (virtual) data with (physical) reality in order to make experiential fiction. 
The social space of experience can be constituted in several ways. One is to feel how oth-
ers have impacted the structures via interference. Another is the hunt for others feelings. 
Where has person X gone? Which sensual tracks has he left? These structures of emo-
tions can both be a) predefined data that are played as the user pass through specific 
zones, and b) events that are made in real-time based on the users sensations. In this way 
the project takes on a character of an adventurous, personal and intimate game.
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User interaction
Interaction with the sculpture is done by simply walking around. World Ripple can be 
experienced without any previous training or knowledge.  It is only based on presence. 
The user wears a lightweight bodysuit and a PDA or laptop in a shoulderbag. The user can 
change the sculpture by touching the pressure- and biometric sensors in the bodysuit, or 
via the web based sculpture editor.

Disappearing interface
In World Ripple the visual interface has disappeared. The non-visual interaction creates 
new spaces of experience based on presence, direct corporal experience and shared, 
social happenings. World Ripple takes the users out of the white cube and into the world 
as an interface. By mobile media the real world is mapped, affected and changed.

Social plastics
World Ripple codes the users to behave differently from other people in public space. Us-
ers are given new movements in the way they have to walk around, search for structures, 
stop, sense and possibly by physical reactions (exclamations, voice, utterings etc)

Social sculpture
The project builds new spaces of experience based on presence, corporal experience 
and shared, social experience. Multiple users will investigate social-sensual interference 
in real-time. Over time the sculptures become a social construction that is affected, am-
plified and built based on the behaviour of the users. World Ripple collects material and 
builds itself. It is programmed to transform the users impressions and emotions into ex-
periential material. 
The social interaction inbetween the users as well as the interaction between the user 
and singular sculptures (data) are mapped back into the database. 
The sculpture is given its new expression as overlayed emotions both in the shape of 
contrasts and harmonies. The new recombinations can be both constructive (amplified 
expressions) as well as destructive interference (disappearing sensations).
The user experiences the sculptures:

• As different tactile patterns triggered in the bodysuit. These stimuli give the sculp-
ture texture and strength. The shape of the sculpture, that is walls, boarders and 
consistency are rendered through different combinations and strengths in the 
effectors of the suit (vibrotactile stimulus)

• As sound. Different soundpatterns and recordings are triggered and played as the 
user meets and affects the sculpture.

The combination of physical stimulus with sound gives a strong and immediate sense of 
physical consistence and spatial experience.
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Interface and technology
The interface and technology used in World Ripple are:

• Interface. Custom built interface to regulate the two-way control of the bodysuit 
towards the mobile computing unit and GPS.

• 32 digital outputs to control physical stimulus.
• 4 digital input to ‘feel’ the body of the user.
• 1 analog input for sensing/manipulating f.ex. parameters like strength, intensity, 

temperature etc.
• Bodysuit, The users are dressed in a lightweight bodysuit with 32 zones of ’touch’, 

thereby enabling a body encircled in sensations. Each zone is custom configurable 
according to which sensations are targeted. Currently small vibrotactile effectors 
are mainly used. The suitalso contains one analogue and four digital bodysensors 
for direct feedback to the system. see separate description.

• PDA (Personlig Digital Assistent or laptop).
• GPS (Global Positioning System) Resolution down to 3 by 3 meter.
• Sound is played back from laptop, heard through headphones/earpluggs.
• Server: for the two way communication between dynamic, realtime sculptures and 

the user there will be implemented a custom server application.
• Wireless lan is used for the real time communication between user and server. 

The system is driven by laptop, PDA or mobilephone. By walking around on any open 
square the user can
i) trigger prestored sculptures on the basis of coordinates and/or 
ii) use his sensors to create or affect the digital structures. Mapping of the users move-
ment are tracked by the systems server via Wlan.

World Ripple bodysuits
The World Ripple system is generic. Various suits have been developed according to proj-
ect, sculpture and sex.

• The Shador bodysuit sensory resolution:
         32 outputs, vibrotatile effectors clustered as pearls on a string. Touchzone: upper 
body, arms, neck.
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• Barley-Davidson bodysuit sensory resolution:
         18 outputs, vibrotatile effectors clustered as pearls on a string. Touchzone: upper 
body, arms, lower body.

• Test suit sensory resolution:
         32 outputs, individual vibrotactile effectors. Touch Zone: torso.

World Ripple Projects:
1. Shaor Me Naken
Location/date/coordinates: Bag-e-Tehran park, Tehran, Iran, June 19th 2008
Goal:

• work together with iranian women to explore their culturally coded senses of 
touch

• build a bodysuit with local materials and look
• explore the sense of nakedness towards sensual impression - while being fully 

dressed
• construct new haptic sculptures together with iranian women
• exchange ‘bodies of touch’ between women in Norway and Iran.

Background: our project explored the biopolitics of haptics and perception in Iran by 
literally dressing women naked to sensations. In Iran women are required to dress ac-
cording to the strict policy of the Iranian religious laws. Women don’t wear burkas, but 
have to cover the whole body except the face. The WR project set out to expand the 
possibilities for iranian women to sense their environment, but also to better understand 
how such strict dresscodes affects the understanding of touch.
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Result: A unique bodysuit was created and experienced by one iranian woman in public 
in the Bag-e-Tehran park in Tehran. The sculpture consisted of 5 different locations in 
the park where unique and distinct sense-stories/sculptures written by Kate Pendry and 
Jeanette Reistad could be experienced. The performance was done in secrecy due to the 
performers fear of repercussion. We did everything to hide our performance.
Sculptures performed:

• The Sisters by Kate Pendry
• Touch by Jeannette Reistad

Both sculptures that were placed in Iran were developed by women recording their phe-
nomenological and embodied understanding of touch into touchpatterns and sound.
Result: a new sculpture recorded and described by an iranian women.

2. The Barley Davidson Project (Iran) 2008

Goal: Sensual tourism: turn the history of revolution into haptic patterns and experien-
tial excitement. 
Description: Passing by the former US embassy in Tehran is a quite special event. It is 
one of the symbols of the Iranian revolution and considered holy ground. The strong 
visuals and history of the setting inspired us to construct a haptic monument underlining 
the geo-sense-political significance of the place. Photography is forbidden, as with most 
special places in Iran. Not to mention the act of recording GPS coordinates. We hereto 
develop a strategy of walking around with the gps on our shoulders and the laptop hid-
den in a shoulderbag. By tapping certain keys on the keyboard we managed to map and 
subdivide the whole street. Likewise we did some video and photoshooting literally from 
the hip, acting as real tourist. The project tittle is inspired by the Iranian total disrespect 
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for copyright laws. Tehran is flooded with copy-products. Sometime this results in wild 
and too-quick reproductions like the misspelling of Harley Davidson into Barley Davidson 
on a belt that we found. A great icon for a great country.
Coordinates: Former US embassy, The Ayatollah Taleqani street, Tehran, Iran.
Result: placed and experienced the Barley sculpture with five different sensepatterns.
The touch patterns were all inspired by the slogans sprayed onto the walls of the US 
embassy:

• Under Gods Grace we shall give in against the dicatorship of No Government even 
the United States and other Superpowers - signed The Supreme Leader

• I confidently say that Islam shall prevail over Superpowers - Iman Khomeini
• The muslim fighter students who invaded the nest for spying former US embassy 

dignified the nation - Iman Khomeini
• Today the United States are regarded as the most hated government in the world - 

The Supreme Leader
• The United States is too weak to destroy anything - Iman Khomeini
• The US be angry with us and die of this anger - The Oppressed Martyr
• The only way to defy the wild wolf of and the transgression of Great Satan (the 

USA) is sacrificial resistance - The Supreme Leader
• We will make America face a severe defeat.

3: Tehran as a holy sculpture
Description: the coordinates of Tehran city was recorded during a taxi ride. By subdivid-
ing into various zones the city of Tehran is now experiential as a holy, senseable sculp-
ture.Sculpture files and coordinates are given away on request.
Coordinates: Tehran city limits, Iran.

4: Youngstorvet
Our mainsite for testing sculptures is Youngstorget in Oslo. Here we try out patterns of 
sense and navigation.

World Ripple Sculptues:

1. The Sisters - by Kate Pendry
Experience: A multilayered creature based on the character Sisters from Shakespeare. 
The sensepatterns of the sculpture crawls around on the users body, encompassing the 
body in sensations, going through and around the body like a ghost. Location: Youngstor-
vet, Oslo and Bagh-e-Tehran park, Tehran. Sound. Used in the Shador project

2. Touch - by Jeanette Reistad
Experience: A binaural recording of a woman reading a text inspired by Foucaults thought 
on touch.Location: Youngstorvet, Oslo and Bagh-e-Tehran park, Tehran. Text. Used in the 
Shador project
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3. Pregnant With Ghosts - by iranian actress
Experience: Inspired by Ibsens Ghost the voice tells about the anxiety a mother has when 
pregnant. The anxiety is transferred to a set of complex touch patterns stroking, pushing, 
poking the body from head to hip.

4. Barley Davidson
Experience: The project is about sensual tourism: how to turn the history of iranian rev-
olution into haptic patterns and experiential excitement. The touch patterns were all 
inspired by the slogans sprayed onto the walls of the US embassy:

• Under Gods Grace we shall give in against the dicatorship of No Government even 
the United States and other Superpowers - signed The Supreme Leader

• I confidently say that Islam shall prevail over Superpowers - Iman Khomeini
• The muslim fighter students who invaded the nest for spying former US embassy 

dignified the nation - Iman Khomeini
• Today the United States are regarded as the most hated government in the world - 

The Supreme Leader
• The United States is too weak to destroy anything - Iman Khomeini
• The US be angry with us and die of this anger - The Oppressed Martyr
• The only way to defy the wild wolf of and the transgression of Great Satan (the 

USA) is sacrificial resistance - The Supreme Leader
• We will make America face a severe defeat.


